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days of the Vikings onwards, and referred to the growth of the
young Navy and marine of Poland as a connecting link. The Polish
Press followed suit, and the Norwegian Press rejoiced, its leading
daily observing that friendly relations between Poland and the
Scandinavian-Baltic groups had a genuine political value.
KOSCIALKOWSKI IN BUDAPEST
It had been arranged that the Polish Prime Minister should leave
Warsaw on April 18 for Budapest to return the visit of Goemboes
in October 1934, but Koscialkowski was prevented from starting
on that date by illness. The postponement gave rise to reports
of a Cabinet crisis which seemed to have some substance, as an
issue of the Gazeta Polska was suppressed which was understood
to have attacked the Government policy for not being firm enough.
On April 21 Moscicki discussed the economic situation as disclosed
by the Lwow riot and the flight from the zloty with Koscialkowski,
Kwiatkowski, Beck, and Koc, President of the Bank of Poland,
Rydz-Smigly also being present. Koscialkowski afterwards left
for Budapest, arriving there on April 23, and being given a flatter-
ing welcome. During a three days' visit, the Polish Premier was
received in audience by Admiral Horthy, the Regent of Hungary,
and had conversations with Goemboes and other Hungarians
of eminence. At a dinner in his honour Koscialkowski spoke of
the traditional friendship which existed between the Poles and
the Hungarians, and the strong wish of Poland to preserve it.
Regarding policy he said that Poland believed in the consolidation
of Europe, but was firmly attached to the principle that this con-
solidation could only be realized when all European States,
no matter which, were agreed that no question could be discussed,
much less decided, without the participation of the State affected.
He was careful, however, to say nothing about Revision. Four
instruments were signed by him and Goemboes: a protocol in
supplement of the Hungaro-Polish commercial treaty of 1925;
a consular convention; a tourist agreement; and a convention
for facilitating legal proceedings, including extradition. Koscial-
kowski returned to Warsaw on April 27.

